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        Unity in diversity, a somewhat self-contradictory concept, is a phrase that was 
coined a number of years ago to describe a movement in which brethren who hold 
different, often conflicting, religious tenets choose to be united in fellowship. Proponents 
of unity in diversity work to unite believers with variant doctrines within a single religious 
group. Few have been untouched by the current discord over unity in diversity among 
non-institutional churches of Christ. This issue has polarized brethren who, in this 
politically charged atmosphere, are choosing up sides and sundering relationships with 
each other often without carefully considering the evidence and objectively examining 
what is written in God's word. 
        One group presses for strict, universal adherence to revelation. Such a position is 
mandated in the scriptures (Jude 3; 2Tim. 1:13; 1Cor. 1:10). However, opponents are 
quick to point out that certain differences exist among such brethren, implying that these 
differences constitute hypocrisy. It is intellectually dishonest to assert that unity in 
diversity does not exist among brethren. While this diversity is generally accepted but 
seldom acknowledged, some of the differences are scripturally justified.  
        At the other end of the debate are brethren who have a deep concern for another 
set of commands from God. The New Testament requires that God's children not only 
profess love for each other, but also act in a manner that clearly manifests it to the 
observer (John 13:34-35). It is not enough to say that rebuking an erring brother is an 
expression of love. Holy Writ regulates the manner of the reproof as well. Said manner 
must be governed by godly behavior (Gal. 6:1; 1John 3:18). Truly, love has a profound 
impact on the strength of fellowship between brethren. However, the limits on diversity 
cannot be expanded for the sake of love and fellowship. This is precisely what has 
taken place. 
        This manner of polemic is scripturally insupportable. No single part of the whole 
counsel of God may be under or over emphasized to prove a point. Sound doctrine is 
not found in an expanded fellowship at the expense of any revealed truth. Nor can 
genuine Christian love and fellowship thrive where authorized diversity has been 
unjustifiably reduced. Nor will the one faith be found in the golden mean between two 
positions, but it will be found in God's word by the humble, honest student. Charitably 
put, one is mistaken when he views unity as a goal. Unity is the condition that results 
when brethren practice and preach the one faith (1Cor. 1:10) with deep brotherly love 
and mutual affection (1Peter 1:22). It cannot be artificially generated by wish fulfillment, 
but only comes into being when set conditions are met. 
        What are the New Testament limits on diversity? Or perhaps more appropriately 
asked, what happens when a brother's practice or preaching varies from the faith? Is 
unity between brethren ended? According to scripture, not immediately. 
        It has been posited that Romans 14 provides a basis of unity for brethren who hold 
diverse views on revealed matters. This is only partially true. This passage has a very 
narrow application in issues of faith. Of the two brethren, one has a proper 
understanding of what God said in the matters of eating meats and observing days. The 
weaker brother does not fully grasp what God said about meats and days, and restricts 



himself more than what God requires. There is no sin in this, nor is violence done to 
God's instructions on meats and days. Furthermore, the weak brother has restricted 
himself for conscience' sake and cannot apply his scruple to another (14:1-4). Use of 
Romans 14 in the question of fellowship is limited to conditions where a brother has 
bound himself more than God has. No provision is made here for a brother who has 
loosed himself from any command of God, or has adopted a belief or practice 
contravening the will of God. 
        It has been argued that the weak brother believes his scruple of conscience is 
doctrine. That is irrelevant. There is a body of truth on any Bible matter. That body of 
truth is called the faith. There is a means by which I apprehend the faith. It is called my 
faith. The faith is not modified by the strength or weakness of my faith. My faith must 
conform to the faith. That I believe my faith to be synonymous with the faith does not 
make it so.  
 Romans 14:1 - 15:2 teaches that unity is be maintained between brethren who 
differ when one has restricted himself more than God has. But there are limits to this. 
When a brother binds his scruple on others preaching it as if it were authorized by 
Christ, he has disrupted unity and is not to be tolerated (Gal. 2:3-5). 
        What other texts provide insight in the matter of relationships between brethren 
who hold diverse views? In Acts 18, Apollos was preaching the baptism of John. Aquila 
and Priscilla did not immediately expose him as an errorist, but maintained a 
relationship with him. However, the nature of the relationship changed. Instead of sitting 
at the feet of Apollos, they became his teachers and he their pupil. Apollos readily 
perceived the truth and went on to preach sound doctrine in Achaia. Furthermore, he 
was commended to Achaia by his brethren, which would not have happened if Apollos 
had continued to teach the baptism of John. This also provides precedent for Christians 
communicating with other local churches regarding the soundness of an evangelist. 
 From the example of Apollos, one can conclude that unity continues to exist as 
long as the errorist is a faithful hearer, receptive and responsive to the teaching of truth. 
Yet there are limits to this. Note that he is still an erring brother until he repents. Should 
he persist in his error, he ceases to be a receptive hearer and must be treated 
differently (Titus 3:10-11). The unrepentant erring brother is responsible for disrupting 
unity. 
        Second, Christians are instructed in 1Thessalonians 5:14 to comfort the 
fainthearted and support the weak. The young in faith and the weak in understanding 
need patience and guidance from stronger brethren to grow. No one ever absorbed the 
entire word of God in one sitting. No one ever went from new Christian to elder in one 
night. Babes in Christ hunger for the word and feed on it so they can grow (1Peter 2:2). 
When this spirit ends and will not be rekindled, unity with the young and weak is ended. 
They bear responsibility for the breach in fellowship.  
        Third, unity exists when brethren differ in judgment. God's children are required to 
use good judgment in human relationships (John 7:24; Jude 22-23). But judgment often 
varies between sound brethren. Paul and Barnabas disagreed sharply over John Mark 
to the extent that they went to separate works (Acts 15). As it turned out, Paul was 
mistaken in judgment. Barnabas continued to work with John Mark who later became 
profitable to Paul (2Tim. 4:11). In spite of the disagreement, Paul and Barnabas both 



continued to serve Christ faithfully. Unity is not damaged when brethren disagree over 
judgment unless the disagreement generates unChristlike behavior (Gal. 5:14-15). 
        Though this is not an exhaustive list of differences that do not sever unity, it is a 
scriptural list. Tolerated differences must be qualified with a "thus saith the Lord." Is 
there a passage that allows brethren to remain in fellowship in perpetuity when one has 
loosed where God has bound? No. The errorist by his choice to persist has already 
brought the relationship to an end. All that remains is for faithful disciples to respond 
scripturally (2John 9-11; Rom. 16:17). While no Bible passage offers a specific time 
period for the errorist to repent, the term is not indefinite. Solomon warned: "Because 
sentence against an evil work is not executed speedily, therefore the heart of the sons 
of men is fully set in them to do evil" (Ecc. 8:11).  
        It is ludicrous to suggest that all diversities will be disposed in the same way and 
time. Restoring the  errorist is a work that involves variables. Though the standard is 
objective (the faith) and the criteria of judgment are objective (the words and actions of 
the hearer), the teachers have different levels of knowledge and ability, and the hearers 
have different rates of absorption and growth. Nevertheless, it is wrong to take limited 
variations in personal judgment in individual cases and build the false concept of 
unlimited unity in diversity. 
        Practically speaking, it may not be possible to restore all errorists to the faith, but it 
is certainly possible to limit the effects of their teaching. Publicly marking unrepentant 
erring brethren is only one authorized defense against false doctrine. A studious 
audience is also a threat to false teachers. If disciples in all congregations would mirror 
the conduct of the Bereans, errorists would not find accessible audiences for their 
strange doctrines (Acts 17:11). It is possible that the reason contemporary errors take 
hold is not because preachers or elders are afraid to mark the advocates, but rather 
there are so many unstudied Christians willing to put up with them (2Cor. 11:4). Elihu 
told Job's three counselors that "the ear tryeth words as the mouth tasteth meat" (Job 
34:3). The Christian who studies can readily separate sound teaching from false 
doctrine (2Tim. 2:15; Heb 5:12-14). Unity in diversity is not a threat to brethren who 
know the truth. 
        Biblical unity is bounded by the word of God that can be understood alike (Eph. 
3:3-4), that must be preached  alike (1Cor. 1:10), and that must be preached with love 
governing both the purpose and manner of delivery (Eph. 4:15). Anything less is union 
with error. 


